33 CFR Part 155
Applicability Chart for Floating OCS Facilities

33 CFR
Section

Section Title

Applicable

Not
Applicable

Reasoning

Subpart A – General

155.100 Applicability
155.110 Definitions
155.120 Equivalents

X
X

155.130 Exemptions
155.140 Incorporation by reference

X
X

X

A FOF is not surveyed IAW 33/151.17,
does not carry an IOPP Certificate and is
not a tank vessel.

X

FOFs are not oil tankers or offshore oil
barges

X

FOFs are not oil tankers or offshore oil
barges

X

FOFs are not inland oil barges

X

FOFs do not carry cargo

X
X

FOFs are not oil tankers or offshore oil
barges
FOFs are not tank barges

X

FOFs are not oil tankers

X

FOFs are not oil tankers or offshore oil
barges

X

FOFs are not inland oil barges

X

Based on the definition of ship
FOFs are not tank vessels or offshore
tank barges

X

155.320(c) exempts a FOF

X

155.330(c) exempts a FOF

X

155.350(d) exempts a FOF

Subpart B – Vessel Equipment

155.200 Definitions
155.205 Discharge removal equipment for
vessels 400 feet or greater in length
155.210 Discharge removal equipment for
vessels less than 400 feet in length
155.215 Discharge removal equipment for
inland oil barges
155.220 Discharge removal equipment for
vessels carrying oil as secondary
cargo
155.225 Internal cargo transfer capability
155.230 Emergency control systems for tank
barges
155.235 Emergency towing capability for oil
tankers
155.240 Damage stability information for oil
tankers and offshore oil barges
155.245 Damage stability information for
inland oil barges
155.250 Oil fuel tank protection
155.310 Containment of oil and hazardous
material cargo discharges
155.320 Fuel oil and bulk lubricating oil
discharge containment
155.330 Oily mixture (bilge slops)/fuel oil tank
ballast water discharges on U.S. nonoceangoing ships
155.350 Oily mixture (bilge slops)/fuel oil tank
ballast water discharges on

X

X

155.360

155.370

155.380
155.400

155.410

155.420

155.430

155.440

155.450
155.470
155.480

oceangoing ships of less than 400
gross tons
Oily mixture (bilge slops) discharges
on oceangoing ships of 400 gross
tons and above but less than 10,000
gross tons, excluding ships that carry
ballast water in their fuel oil tanks
Oily mixture (bilge slops)/fuel oil tank
ballast water discharges on
oceangoing ships of 10,000 gross
tons and above and oceangoing ships
of 400 gross tons and above that
carry ballast water in their fuel oil
tanks
Oily water separating equipment and
bilge alarm approval standards
Platform machinery space drainage
on oceangoing fixed and floating
drilling rigs and other platforms
Pumping, piping and discharge
requirements for non-oceangoing
ships of 100 gross tons and above
Pumping, piping and discharge
requirements for oceangoing ships of
100 gross tons and above but less
than 400 gross tons
Standard discharge connection for
oceangoing ships of 400 gross tons
and above
Segregation of fuel oil and ballast
water on new oceangoing ships of
4,000 gross tons and above, other
than oil tankers, and on new
oceangoing oil tankers of 150 gross
tons and above
Placard
Prohibited spaces
Overfill devices

X

155.360(e) exempts a FOF

X

155.370(e) exempts a FOF

X

Applies if FOF has equipment installed
IAW 33/155.400(a)(2)

X

Based on the definition of fixed or
floating drilling or other platforms except
as exempted within

X

FOFs do not have tonnage and exempted
by 155.410(c)

X

FOFs do not have tonnage and exempted
by 155.420(c)

X

FOFs do not have tonnage

X

FOFs do not have tonnage

X
X

Based on the definition of ship
FOFs do not have tonnage
FOFs do not have cargo tanks

X

Subpart C – Transfer Personnel, Procedures, Equipment, and Records

155.700 Designations of person in charge

X

155.710 Qualifications of person in charge

X

155.715 Contents of letter of designation as a
person-in-charge of the transfer of
fuel oil
155.720 Transfer procedures

X

X

Based on the definition of ship (vessel is
included in the definition of a ship)
FOFs are not tankships, tank barges,
foreign tankships or foreign tank barges
States as required by 33/155.710(e)(2)
which apply, making this section not
applicable
Based on the definition of ship

155.730 Compliance with transfer procedures

X

155.740 Availability of transfer procedures

X

155.750 Contents of transfer procedures

X

155.760 Amendment of transfer procedures

X

155.770
155.775
155.780
155.785
155.790
155.800

X

Draining into bilges
Maximum cargo level of oil
Emergency shutdown
Communications
Deck lighting
Transfer hose (refers to 33 CFR
154.500)
155.805 Closure devices
155.810
155.815
155.820
Subpart
D
Subpart
E

Subpart
F
Subpart
G
Subpart
I
Subpart
J

X
X
X
X
X

States as required by 33/155.720, making
this section applicable
States as required by 33/155.720, making
this section applicable
States as required by 33/155.720, making
this section applicable
States as required by 33/155.720, making
this section applicable
Based on the definition of ship
FOFs are not tank vessels
FOFs are not tank vessels
FOFs are not tank vessels
FOFs is not a self-propelled vessels
Applies to all hoses used for transfer of
oil or hazardous material

X

Applies to all transfer hoses which are
not connected for transfer of oil or
hazardous materials
FOFs are not tank vessels
FOFs are not tank vessels
Based on the definition of ship
FOFs do not carry cargo

Additional Response Plan
Requirements for Tankers Loading
Cargo at a Facility Permitted Under
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
Authorization
Response Plan Requirements for
Vessels Carrying Animal Fats and
Vegetable Oils as a Primary Cargo
Response Plan Requirements for
Vessels Carrying Other NonPetroleum Oils as a Primary Cargo
Salvage and Marine Firefighting

X

FOFs are not tankers

X

FOFs do not carry cargo

X

FOFs do not carry cargo

X

Nontank Vessel Response Plans

X

States as required by 33/155.1015 or
33/155.5015, neither of which apply,
making this section not applicable
FOFs are not self-propelled

Tank vessel security
Tank vessel integrity
Records
Tank Vessel Response Plans for Oil

X
X
X
X

